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We can do shade, too
Inventux thin-ﬁlm modules are solar modules of the next generation because of their high versatility and
optimal performance.
One example of their outstanding performance can be seen in the way that they cope with shade.
Shading is one of the most frequent causes of a lower energy yield in many solar modules. The shading of one single cell can often reduce the yield of the entire solar module. The power ﬂowing through
the cells, which are connected in series, gets interrupted and this, like a chain reaction, impairs the
distribution of energy.

turns

With Inventux thin-ﬁlm solar modules, the serial interconnection of cells is achieved by monolithic wiring
using the latest laser technology – without soldering joints. Thanks to its slim “pinstripe”-cell structure,
generated electricity yield continues to ﬂow through the module, even when there is partial shading.
Inventux gives you the highest returns from clean solar energy – even with solar systems under less
than ideal locations, such as in close proximity to trees.
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We can do north, too
The level of energy generation depends on the individual positioning of the solar modules, as both direction and slope are decisive factors. The ideal orientation of solar modules is due south with a slope of
25 to 35 degrees.
In reality, of course, these ideal conditions seldom prevail. Frequently, in order to correct a less than perfect orientation, a costly, space-intensive elevation of the modules has to be implemented. By contrast,
due to their excellent performance in low light and with just about any orientation and slope, Inventux
thin-ﬁlm modules are most always highly proﬁtable – even if your solar system faces east, west or lies
ﬂat to the north.

Thanks to its tandem cells, Inventux modules use a much wider light spectrum. Even in diffuse
light (which corresponds to approx. 60 percent of the irradiation in Europe and is caused, for
example, by smog or clouds) Inventux thin-ﬁlm solar modules achieve a higher energy yield than
many other modules.
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We can do heat, too
High ambient temperatures reduce the performance of solar modules. This sounds paradoxical, but it
is not: The temperature of solar modules is considerably higher than the ambient temperature, generally about 20 °C higher. In summer, at temperatures of 25 °C, for instance, modules quickly heat up to
over 60 °C.
As temperatures rise, all solar modules lose some of their performance, and most modules lose a
substantial amount. With Inventux modules this effect is minimised due to their excellent temperature
characteristics. In other words, Inventux modules maintain the majority of their performance, even with
rising temperatures.
As a result, Inventux thin-ﬁlm modules offer a higher annual energy yield than many others, especially
crystalline solar modules, because of their excellent temperature and light characteristics.
Higher efﬁciency – even in high temperatures – means higher returns. This is why Inventux modules are
ranked amongst the proﬁt-stars of solar modules.
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We can do nature, too
The use of renewables, such as solar energy, is beneﬁcial to the environment. Nevertheless, even in this
sector, there are ﬁne differences. Inventux thin-ﬁlm modules, for example, not only offer a higher return
than crystalline modules, but they also have a better eco-balance.
At Inventux the entire production is planned around the premise of the shortest energy-payback period.
Already during production Inventux deploys substantially less energy and raw material than many other
manufacturers. Just a few of the many components making this possible are low process temperatures,
effective manufacturing steps and short transport distances. Compared to the crystalline technique,
Inventux modules require less than half the primary energy in production.
In addition, Inventux modules do not contain toxic substances such as cadmium, or harmful tellurium,
as they are manufactured directly from gaseous silicon (silane). Unlike highly puriﬁed silicon, this raw
material is uncomplicated in its processing. In addition, it offers virtually unlimited long-term availability.
The non-toxic materials used enable Inventux to operate without a costly recycling concept. Disposal is
problem-free. Inventux represents consistent sustainability and clean solar energy – from start to ﬁnish.
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We can do storms, too
Over decades, solar modules are exposed to a wide variety of different environmental conditions. Storms,
rain or snow frequently stress their structural system and can thereby shorten a module’s life-span.
With Inventux modules, stresses are distributed evenly onto “ﬁX”-points, creating the possibility of withstanding a pressure load of up to 5,400 Pa per module. This corresponds to a potential pressure load
of approx. 770 kg, which is twice as high as that required by the German TÜV (Technical Monitoring
Association) for the IEC certiﬁcation of PV modules.
The integrated high grade stainless steel proﬁle system protects the Inventux modules from static fatigue
and corrosion. Thanks to its frameless design, continual ventilation of the solar modules is possible,
preventing moisture from collecting underneath them.
Inventux thin-ﬁlm modules are characterised by their above average durablity and quality “Made in
Germany” – come rain, snow or storm.
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We can do design, too
The thin-ﬁlm solar modules from Inventux are not only reliably efﬁcient in all changing environmental
conditions, but, with their uniform black surface, they also meet the highest aesthetic aspirations.
With an ideal area of 1.43 square meters, and the frameless glass-on-glass design, Inventux solar
modules are ﬂexible in their application for the most diverse demands. They are suitable for solar installations on smaller and mid-sized roofs, as well as for larger photovoltaic systems. Thanks to the innovative
thin-ﬁlm technology, modules are only 8 mm thick and blend perfectly into their immediate surroundings.
The frameless design not only prevents the creation of areas where dirt could collect, but also avoids
damage to the module as a result of frost or material stresses. A permanent serial number in the module
makes each and every production step traceable whenever required.
Inventux modules are designed to require no minimum angle of inclination. That offers the greatest
ﬂexibility in the installation of the PV system. The intelligent module design, with our integrated, hook-in
3-step mounting technology, enables a fast, simple and efficient installation – usually within just
one day.
Inventux solar modules combine modern aesthetics, premium quality and intelligent functionality. That is
why our modules have been awarded with the prestigious ‘red dot design award: product design 2010’.
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Inventux Technologies AG is among the ﬁrst solar companies in Europe to specialise in the industrial
production of micromorph thin-ﬁlm solar modules. The company was founded in 2007 by four solar
specialists and a practiced team of experts with a solar background, whose many years of experience
and collective know-how make Inventux unique within this relatively young market.
The ISO-certiﬁed production at Inventux is based on a “Best in Class” concept, meaning that proven
components and processes from the automotive and display industry are combined with innovative
methods and technologies from the solar industry. The result: high performance solar modules that
are ground-breaking and sustainable. Inventux was the ﬁrst European manufacturer of micromorph
photovoltaic modules to receive certiﬁcation from TÜV Rheinland (Technical Monitoring Association)
for the high quality of its “X-Series MICROMORPH” modules.
Inventux solar modules are based on high performance thin-ﬁlm technology, they are installed quickly,
offer long-lasting quality and provide a maximum yield of clean solar energy all year round, anywhere
and in any kind of weather.
When you want more than just any solar module, decide for the future of solar energy.
Your professional local Inventux partner will be glad to advise you.
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